Information on Commercial Electric Vehicle Charging Rates (B-EV Rates)
Reduce the cost of EV charging at your workplace

Overview
In alignment with PG&E, there are now new rates available solely for electric vehicle charging. The rates were designed to reduce costs associated with EV charging by eliminating demand charges and customer charges. A monthly subscription charge, set by the customer based on expected usage, replaces demand and customer charges. These rates are only available for meters solely dedicated to charging stations.*

Rate Summary
- Customers choose kW subscription level based on charging needs
  Due to subscription model, overage fees exist for this rate. Customers will be notified by PG&E if an overage occurs.
- Subscription charge remains consistent month-to-month
  Customers can change subscription as needed.
- Energy usage is billed based on time-of-use pricing
  These rates are not seasonal in pricing. The TOU rates are the same from January to December, seven days a week. Customers should encourage charging from 9AM – 2PM, and discourage charging from 4PM – 9PM.

B-EV Rate Structure

Eligibility
Customers must:
1. Have a SmartMeter
2. Have an active Energy Alert email on file
3. Have individually metered charging stations**

Additional Resources Available
- EBCE can provide 15-minute interval usage data to help you analyze your consumption and potentially lower costs. Please contact EBCE to request this information.
- EBCE continues to develop new programs that our customers may take advantage of, in addition to any PG&E run programs. For more information on EBCE's latest programs, please visit ebce.org/programs.
- Eligible customers can enroll in this rate by contacting PG&E.

* Minimal environmental lighting is allowed
** Multiple charging stations can be hooked up to a single meter, however charging stations can not share a meter with any other end use such as a building (minimal environmental lighting is allowed). Please contact PG&E’s Service Planning to get appropriate meter set up if you do not meet the eligibility requirements and would like to enroll in this rate.

Please email customer-service@ebce.org or call 1-833-699-EBCE (3223) with any questions.